In-Text or Parenthetical Citations Explained

Citing your sources on the works cited page will let readers know what sources you borrowed information from when writing your paper. However, it will not let readers know where in your paper you used these sources. In-text citations are used to indicate where each source on the works cited page was used in your paper.

In-text citations are brief citations in the paragraph of your writing placed at the end of a sentence or paragraph before the period. For each citation on the works cited page you must have a corresponding in-text citation in your paper. The first entry used for the citation on the works cited page must be the same as the first entry of the in-text citation. This makes it easy for the reader to match the in-text citation in the paper with the source on the works cited page by quickly scanning the left margin of the works cited page. The first entry of a citation is usually the author’s last name. If no author is given use the editor. If no editor is given use the title. When citing books or other sources with page numbers the in-text citation will contain the page numbers where the information you borrowed was found. Below is an example of a citation on the works cited page and its corresponding in-text citation.


(Gibaldi 238) -- The corresponding in-text citation with page number

For further information about in-text citations use the link below:

[http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/02/](http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/02/)